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Abstract. RNA structure is fundamentally important for many biologi-
cal processes. In the past decades, diverse structure prediction algorithms
and tools were developed but due to missing descriptions in clearly de-
fined modelling formalisms it’s difficult or even impossible to integrate
them into larger system models. We present an RNA secondary struc-
ture folding model described in ml-Devs, a variant of the Devs for-
malism, which enables the hierarchical combination with other model
components like RNA binding proteins. An example of transcriptional
attenuation will be given where model components of RNA polymerase,
the folding RNA molecule, and the translating ribosome play together
in a composed dynamic model.

Keywords: RNA folding, secondary structure, DEVS, model compo-
nents, multi-level.

1 Introduction

Single stranded ribonucleic acids (RNA) are able to fold into complex three-
dimensional structures like polypeptide chains of proteins do. The structure of
RNA molecules is fundamentally important for their function, e.g. the well stud-
ied structures of tRNA and the different rRNA variants. But also other tran-
scripts of the DNA, i.e. mostly mRNAs, perform structure formation which has
been shown to be essential for many regulatory processes like transcription ter-
mination and translation initiation [1,2,3]. The shape of a folded RNA molecule
can also define binding domains for proteins or small target molecules which
can be found for example within riboswitches [4]. The enormous relevance for
many biological key processes led to raised research efforts in identifying various
RNA structures over the past decades. Unfortunately the experimental structure
identification with NMR and X-ray techniques is difficult, expensive, and highly
time-consuming. Therefore, many in silico methods for RNA structure prediction
were developed which cover different requirements. Diverse comparative meth-
ods exist using alignments of similar RNA sequences to predict structures [5,6],
but also many single sequence prediction algorithms work very well. Some of
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them predict the most stable RNA structure in a thermodynamical equilibrium,
e.g. [7,8,9], whereas some other simulate the kinetic folding pathway over time
[10,11,12,13]. The latter is also in the focus of the presented modelling approach
here. Results of RNA structure predictions as well as kinetic folding simulations
have reached a high level of accuracy and thus in silico folding became a widely
used and well established technique in the RNA community. However, none of
the existing tools and programs provides a flexible integration into larger sys-
tem models which is also due to the fact that they are written in proprietary
formalisms and do not distinguish between model description and simulation
engine. To illuminate the importance of the folding processes and the possibility
to integrate them into larger models, lets take a look at a concrete example of
gene regulation.

2 Motivation – Modelling of Transcription Attenuation

The tryptophan (Trp) operon within bacterial genomes represents one of the
best understood cases of gene regulation and has been subject to various mod-
elling approaches [14,15]. Tryptophan is an amino acid, a building block for the
production of proteins. The Trp operon includes five consecutive genes, coding
for five proteins. The joint action of the proteins permits the synthesis of Trp
through a cascade of enzymatic reactions. This ability is vital since the bacterium
may be unable to feed on Trp from the environment. As long as Trp is obtained
from the surrounding medium, its costly synthesis is impaired by a threefold
control mechanism: repression of transcription initiation, transcriptional attenu-
ation, and inactivation of the cascade of enzymatic reactions actually producing
Trp. Each of these are triggered by Trp availability. Transcriptional attenuation
follows if transcription starts although Trp was available. This has a small but
non-negligible chance. As soon as RNA polymerase (RNAP) has transcribed
the operon’s leader region into an mRNA molecule, a ribosome can access this.
The ribosome starts translating the mRNA content into a growing sequence of
amino acids. The speed of the ribosome depends on Trp availability. The ribo-
some advances quickly as long as Trp is abundant, which prevents RNAP from
proceeding into the operon’s coding region. The attenuation is caused by the
formation of a certain constellation of RNA hairpin loops in presence of a Trp
molecule at a distinct segment of the mRNA molecule (figure 1). Attenuation
depends on the synchronised advance of both RNAP and ribosome, and their
relative positioning with respect to mRNA.

In [15] a model of the tryptophan operon was developed, in which repres-
sors, the operon region, and the mRNA were modelled individually. However,
the latter in not much detail. Only the repression of transcription initiation was
included in the model. Consequently, the simulation result showed stochastic
bursts in the Trp level, caused by the repressor falling off, which started the tran-
scription. Integrating a transcriptional attenuation model would have prevented
this non-realistic increase in Trp concentration, and mimicked the threefold reg-
ulation of the Trp more realistically. However, the question is how to model the
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Fig. 1. Attenuation in the Trp leader sequence. With low Trp concentration the ribo-
some stalls at Trp codons in leader domain 1 and transcription can continue. At high
Trp level, the leader domain 1 can be completely translated and thus the ribosome
prevents base pairing of domain 2. Leader domains 3 and 4 can form an intrinsic tran-
scription termination structure which causes disruption of the mRNA-RNAP complex.

attenuation. As this regulating process depends largely on structure formation,
modelling of RNA folding would be a big step in the right direction for reflecting
attenuation dynamics. Additionally, modelling interactions between mRNA and
RNAP as well as mRNA and the ribosome are needed because both influence the
kinetic folding process and RNA termination structures break up gene transcrip-
tion. The focus of this paper is the RNA folding process, but at the end we will
also give a detailed outlook how the composed model of tryptophan attenuation
looks like and how the individual model components act together.

3 Principles of RNA Folding

3.1 Thermodynamics

The reason for RNA folding is the molecules’ general tendency to reach the most
favourable thermodynamical state. Complementary bases of RNA nucleotides
can form base pairs by building hydrogen bonds similar to DNA double he-
lices. Adenine (A) and Uracil (U) are complementary bases as well as Cytosine
(C) and Guanine (G). In addition, the wobble base pair G-U is also frequently
found in RNA structure folding. Each additional hydrogen bond of base pairs
affords a small energy contribution to the overall thermodynamic stability, but
there is another chemical interaction which is even more important for the RNA
structure than just the number and type of base pairs. It’s called base stacking
and describes the interactions between the aromatic rings of adjacent bases by
Van-der-Waals bonds. Base pair stacking is the cause why an uninterrupted long
helix is thermodynamically more favourable than a structure of multiple single
base pairs or short helices interrupted by loop regions, even if the number and
type of base pairs are equal. Since the 1970s, significant progress has been done
on identifying thermodynamic parameters of different base pair neighbourhoods
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and structural elements like hairpin loops, e.g. [16,17]. This was a precondition
to develop RNA structure prediction algorithms based on energy minimisation,
i.e. finding the thermodynamical most stable structure.

3.2 Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Structure

RNA structures are hierarchically organised (see figure 2). The most simple hier-
archy level is the primary structure which is nothing else than the linear sequence
of nucleotides. Two nucleotides are linked over the 3’ and 5’ carbon atoms of
their ribose sugar parts resulting in a definite strand direction. The secondary
structure consists of helices formed by base pairs and intersecting loop regions.
Such structural elements are formed rapidly within the first milliseconds of the
folding process [18]. Interacting secondary structure elements finally build the
overall three-dimensional shape of RNA molecules. Although they are formed by
simple base pairs like secondary structures, helices inside loop regions are often
seen as tertiary structures. Such pseudoknots and higher order tertiary inter-
actions are, due to their complexity and analog to many other RNA structure
prediction methods, not covered by our model. However, it should not retain
unstated here that there are some existing tools which can predict pseudoknots
quite well, e.g. [10].
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Fig. 2. Different hierarchical levels of RNA folding

4 Modelling Formalism

As alreadymentioned, typically kinetic RNA folding simulations, as e.g. [10,11,12],
are aimed at efficiently and accurately simulating the molecules structure forma-
tion in isolation rather than supporting a reuse of RNA folding models and a hier-
archical construction of models. For approaching such model composition, we use
the modelling formalism ml-Devs [19], a variant of the Devs formalism [20]. As
Devs does, it supports a modular-hierarchicalmodelling and allows to define com-
position hierarchies. ml-Devs extends Devs by supporting variable structures,
dynamic ports, and multi-level modelling. The latter is based on two ideas. The
first is to equip the coupled model with a state and a behaviour of its own, such that
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Fig. 3. Comparison of multi-level modelling with Devs and ml-Devs. (left) With Devs

the macro level is modelled at the same hierarchical level as the micro level models.
(right) With ml-Devs the macro dynamics are part of the coupled model. Functions
for downward and upward causation reduce the number of explicit couplings needed.

the macro level does not appear as a separate unit (an executive) of the coupled
model. Please recall that in traditional Devs coupled models do not have an own
state nor a behaviour. Secondly, we have to explicitly define how the macro level af-
fects the micro level and vice versa. Both tasks are closely interrelated. We assume
that models are still triggered by the flow of time and the arrival of events. Obvi-
ously, onemeans to propagate information from macro to micro level is to exchange
events between models. However, this burdens typically modelling and simulation
unnecessarily, e.g. in case the dynamics of a micromodel has to take the global state
into consideration. Therefore, we adopt the idea of value couplings. Information at
macro level is mapped to specific port names at micro level. Each micro model may
access information about macro variables by defining input ports with correspond-
ing names. Thus, downward causation (from macro to micro) is supported. In the
opposite direction, the macro level needs access to crucial information at the mi-
cro level. For this purpose, we equip micro models with the ability to change their
ports and to thereby signalise crucial state changes to the outside world. Upward
causation is supported, as the macro model has an overview of the number of mi-
cro models being in a particular state and to take this into account when updating
the state at macro level. Therefore, a form of invariant is defined whose violation
initiates a transition at macro level. In the downward direction, the macro level
can directly activate its components by sending them events – thereby, it becomes
possible to synchronously let several micro models interact which is of particular
interest when modelling chemical reactions. These multi-level extensions facilitate
modelling, figure 3 depicts the basic idea, see also [21].

5 The RNA Folding Model

The central unit in composed models using RNA structure information is an
RNA folding model. Therefore, we first developed a model component which
describes the folding kinetics of single stranded RNA molecules. It consists of
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a coupled ml-Devs model representing the whole RNA molecule and several
atomic models.

5.1 Nucleotides

Each nucleotide (nt) of the RNA strand is represented by an instance of the
atomic model Nucleotide which is either of the type A, C, G, or U meaning
its base. They are connected via ports in the same order as the input sequence
(primary structure) and have knowledge about their direct neighbours. For ex-
ample, the nt at sequence position 8 is connected with the nt number 7 on its
5’ side and on the 3’ location it is connected with the nt at position 9 (see
figure 4). State variables hold rudimentary information about the neighbours,
to be exact their base type and current binding partners. “Binding partner”
means a secondary structure defining base pair and the term is used only in this
context here and does not mean the primary backbone connections. If a partner
of a nucleotide changes, an output message will be generated and the receiving
(neighboured) nucleotides will update their state variables. Holding information
about other atomic model states is normally not the case in Devs models as
they are typically seen as black boxes. However, here it is quite useful because
of some dependencies concerning base pair stability.
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Fig. 4. Adjacent nucleotides are connected via input and output ports. A set of vari-
ables stores basic information about their neighbourhood.

Base pairs are modelled by wide range connections of nucleotides via addi-
tional interfaces. Whereas the RNA backbone bonds of adjacent nucleotides are
fixed after model initialisation, the connections between base pairing nucleotides
are dynamically added and removed during simulation (figure 5). Therefore, two
different major states (phases) of nucleotides exist: they can be either unpaired
or paired.

As already stated in section 3.1, base pair stability depends on the involved
bases and their neighbourhood, especially stacking energies of adjacent base pairs
provide crucial contributions for structure stabilisation. In our kinetic folding
model, base pair stability is reflected by binding duration, i.e. the time advance
function of the paired phase. Thus, pairing time depends on thermodynamic
parameters for nucleic acids base stacking which were taken from [17] and are
also be used by mfold version 2.3 [7]. This thermodynamic data set not only
provides the free energy (Gibbs energy) for a given temperature of 37◦C, but also
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Fig. 5. Small hairpin loop structure. (top) Conventional RNA secondary structure
representation. (bottom) The same structure represented by atomic Devs models. Base
pairing is modelled by dynamically coupled nucleotides (grey interfaces) with a distance
of at least 5 sequence positions reflecting the minimal hairpin loop size.

the enthalpy change ΔH of various stacking situations. The enthalpy together
with the free energy and the absolute temperature allows us to calculate the
entropy change ΔS which allows us further to calculate the activation energy
ΔEa for base pair dissociation at any temperature T between 0 and 100◦C:

ΔEa = −(ΔH − TΔS) .

ΔEa is directly used as one parameter for base pair opening time, i.e. the du-
ration of a paired phase is directly dependent on the activation energy for base
pair disruption. To allow RNA structures to escape from local energy minima
and refold to more stable structures, the base pair dissociation time will be ran-
domised, which leads to very short bonding times in some cases although the
activation energy needed for opening the base pair is quite large.

For base pair closing an arbitrary short random time is assigned with the
unpaired phase of nucleotides assuming that RNA base pair formation is a very
fast and random process. After unpaired time has expired, the nucleotide model
tries to build a base pair with another nucleotide randomly chosen from within
a set of possible pairing partner positions. This set is determined by sterically
available RNA strand regions and thus an abstraction of spatial constraints. For
example, a hairpin loop smaller than 4 nucleotides is sterically impossible, but
also many other nucleotide positions with larger distance can be excluded for
secondary structure folding (see figure 6).
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Fig. 6. Possible partners for secondary structure base pairing. The arrow-marked nu-
cleotide is only able to pair with 5 positions within its own loop region (connected via
dashed lines). All other nucleotides are excluded from base pairing with the marked
position.

An unpaired nucleotide is not able to choose another nt for base pairing by its
own. It has no global information about the RNA shape which is strongly needed
here. Therefore, an implicit request by adding a new input port will be made to
the coupled model that holds such macro knowledge and can therefore choose a
valid position with which the requesting nt will try to pair next. For choosing
this position at macro level two different model variants exist. The first and
more simple one picks a position totally random from within the set of possible
partners, whereas the second variant takes the entropy change into account when
a pairing partner will be selected. The latter method prefers helix elongation in
contrast to introducing new interior loops by single base pair formations and
small loops will be more favourable than large ones [12]. Correct RNA folding
with the first method is dependent on the base pair stabilities and the random
folding nuclei which are the first appearing base pairs of helical regions. This last
point is less important for RNA folding with model variant 2 because the chosen
binding partners are more deterministic due to loop entropy consideration. A
comparison of both approaches with respect to simulation results is given in
section 6. Once a nucleotide received an input message by the macro model
containing the number of a potential pairing partner, it tries to form a base
pair with this nt by adding a coupling and sending a request. For a successful
pairing, the partners must be of complementary base type and they must be
able to pair in principle, e.g. bases can be modified so that they can not bind
to others. Figure 7 illustrates the whole state flow for base pair formation and
disruption of the nucleotide model component.

5.2 Macro Level Model

The role of the macro model and its interactions with the micro level (nu-
cleotides) shows the schematic organisation of the whole RNA folding model in
figure 8. Already mentioned in the previous section, high level information about
the whole RNA molecule is needed to take sterical restrictions for base pairing
into account. Therefore, the coupled model holds the overall RNA secondary
structure which will be updated every time the state of a nucleotide changes
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from unpaired to paired and vice versa. This will be triggered by nucleotide port
adding and removal recognised by the macro level. The same functionality is
used to signalise the macro level the wish to try pairing with another nucleotide.
The macro model detects a port adding, calculates the sterically possible partner
set, chooses a position from within the set, and after all sends this position to the
just now added nucleotide input port (figure 8, nt 5). The coupled macro model
is further responsible for sequence initialisation on the micro level by adding
and connecting nucleotide models, i.e. it generates the primary RNA structure.
Another task of the macro model is to observe the current folding structure for
special structural patterns. This could be for example a specific binding domain
for a protein or small ligand. Also transcription termination or pausing struc-
tures can be of interest for observation. If observed structures are present during
folding simulation, the macro level model can signalise this information and thus
trigger dynamics to other components by adding new ports to itself (representing
docking sites) or send messages over existing ports. A composed example model
which uses this capability can be found in section 7.

6 Evaluation of the Folding Model

For evaluating the model’s validity we simulated the folding of different RNA
molecules with known structure and analysed the results. Three different types
of experiments were done:

Native Structure– Correlates the majority of formed structures with the na-
tive structure after sufficient long simulation time?

Structure Distribution– Is the equilibrium ratio between minimum free en-
ergy (mfe) and suboptimal structures as expected?

Structure Refolding– Are molecules able to refold from suboptimal to more
stable structural conformations?

Unfortunately, only few time-resolved folding pathways are experimentally de-
rived and most of them treat pseudoknots [22] and higher order tertiary structure
elements [22,23,24] which can not be handled by our folding model and are there-
fore out of the question for a simulation study. Hence, some comparisons with
other in silico tools were also made, although we know that one has to be careful
with comparing different models for validating a model as it is often unclear how
valid the other models are. Because the folding model is highly stochastic, every
simulation experiment was executed multiple times. Typically 100 replications
were made.

6.1 Native Structure

Structural analysis of the cis-acting replication element from Hepatitis C virus
revealed a stem hairpin loop conformation where the helix is interrupted by an in-
ternal or bulge loop region [25]. Figure 9 shows simulation results of its structure
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Fig. 9. Folding simulation of the Hepatitis C virus cis-acting replication element. Pa-
rameters: time 1000 ms, temperature 310.15 K, 100 replications. (left) Observed sec-
ondary structure [25]. (middle) Base pair probability matrix. Simulation with base pair
formation model 1. (right) Base pair formation model 2. Peak heights indicate base
pair lifetime during simulation and the native helices are shaded.

formation. The three-dimensional base pair lifetime plots indicate correct folding
of both helical regions and only few misfolded base pairs. Only small differences
can be seen between simulations with the two base pair formation variants de-
scribed in section 5.1. Without taking entropy into account for pairing, a bit
more noise of misfolded base pairs can be observed which is not surprising due
to the absolutely random partner choice.

Another well known RNA structure is the cloverleaf secondary structure of
tRNAs [26,27] consisting of four helical stems: the amino acid arm, D arm,
anticodon arm, and the T arm. Some base modifications and unusual nucleotides
exist in tRNA which stabilise its structure formation, e.g. dihydrouridine and
pseudouridine. Such special conditions are not considered by our folding model
as well as tertiary interactions leading to the final L-shaped form. However,
folding simulations result in significant cloverleaf secondary structure formation
(figure 10). Although there is much misfolded noise, the four distinct helix peaks
are the most stable structural elements introduced during simulation, especially
the amino acid arm. No fundamental difference can be seen between base pair
formation model 1 and 2.

A third native structure validation experiment treats the Corona virus s2m
motif which is a relatively long hairpin structure with some intersecting internal
and bulge loops [28,29]. Simulation of the SARS virus s2m RNA folding indicates
only for one of the native helix regions a conspicuous occurrence (figure 11).
The other helices closer to the hairpin loop show no significant stabilisation.
Competing misfolded structural elements can be observed equally frequent or
even more often. Base pair formation model 2 provides a slightly better result
than the first one, but it is unsatisfying too. A reason for the result can be the
multiple internal and bulge loops, which destabilise the stem and thus allow
locally more stable structure elements to form.

6.2 Structure Distribution

In [30] a quantitative analysis of different RNA secondary structures by com-
parative imino proton NMR spectroscopy is described. The results indicate that
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a small 34-nt RNA has two equally stable structures in thermodynamic equi-
librium, one with 2 short helices and the other with a single hairpin. Fold-
ing simulations of the same RNA strand show an equal ratio of the probed
structures as well (figure 12). However, both are representing just 20% of all
present structures which was not detected in the NMR experiments. Many base
pairs were introduced during simulation which are competing with base pairs
of the two stable structures and thus reduce their appearance. This can be eas-
ily seen in the 3D matrix of figure 12 where some additional peaks show high
misfolded base pair lifetimes. Simulating the RNA folding with Kinfold [12]
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Fig. 12. Folding simulation of a designed small bistable RNA [30]. Parameters: tem-
perature 298.15 K, base pair formation model 2, 100 replications. Grey curves describe
mean structure occurrence from 100 Kinfold simulation runs with 298.15 K.

results in a five times higher amount of the 2-helix conformation than the single
hairpin, but their total sum is about 60% of all molecules and thus less misfolded
structures can be observed.

6.3 Structure Refolding

Real-time NMR spectroscopy was used by Wenter et al. to determine refold-
ing rates of a short 20-nt RNA molecule [31]. The formation of its most stable
helix was temporarily inhibited by a modified guanosine at position 6. After
photolytic removal of this modification a structure refolding was observed. To
map such forced structure formation to relatively unstable folds at the begin-
ning of an experiment, most RNA folding tools have the capability to initialise
simulations with specified structures. We used, much closer to the original wet-
lab experiment, a different strategy, i.e. at first G6 was not capable to bind any
other base. The time course after removing this prohibition during simulation is
shown in figure 13. Wenter et al. detected structure refolding by measuring the
imino proton signal intensity of U11 and U17, which show high signal intensity
if they are paired with other bases. Accordingly we observed the state of both
uracils over simulation time as well. After removal of G6 unpaired locking, a
logarithmic decrease of structures with paired U11 and uniform increase of folds
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Fig. 13. Refolding of an deliberately misfolded small RNA molecule [31]. Wetlab mea-
surements are drawn by a X. Simulation parameters: time 10 seconds, temperature
288.15 K, base pair formation model 1, 100 replications. Simulations with Kinfold were
made with the same temperature and replication number but over a time period of 250
seconds.

with paired U17 can be observed reaching a complete shift of the conformational
equilibrium after 4 seconds. A very similar refolding progression was experimen-
tally measured (single spots in figure 13), but with a strong deviating time scale
of factor 25. This could be a remaining model parameter inaccuracy or due to
special experimental conditions which are not covered by our model, e.g. unusual
salt concentrations. However, our model allows a quite realistic refolding from a
suboptimal to a more stable RNA structure. Identical in silico experiments with
Kinfold [12] by contrast, do not show any significant refolding (figure 13, non-
changing curves). The same counts for SeqFold [11]. With both approaches
the energy barrier seems to be too high to escape from the misfolded suboptimal
structure.

6.4 Assessment of Experiments

Local optima can more easily be overcome in comparison to other traditional
pure macro methods (see figure 13). We assume that even “stable” base pairs
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Fig. 14. Connecting a folding mRNA model with RNA polymerase and ribosome to
reflect transcription attenuation

might be subject to changes, and let the nucleotides “searching” for a stable
structure at micro level. This proved beneficial and emphasised the role of the
micro level. However, the simulation revealed the importance of macro con-
straints for the folding process, and the implications of a lack of those. Macro
constraints that have been considered are for example the relative positioning
of the nucleotides, particularly within spatial structures like hairpin or inter-
nal loops. The interplay between macro and micro level allowed us to repro-
duce many of the expected structure elements, e.g. figures 9 and 10, although
macro constraints have been significantly relaxed. These simplifications lead to
“wrongly” formed structures and maybe could have been prevented by integrat-
ing terminal base stacking for pairing stability as well as less abstract base pair
closing rules as macro constraints. A comparison of the two implemented base
pair formation methods indicate only few differences. Without taking entropy
into account the noise of unstable single base pairs and short helices increases,
but not dramatically. The same stable structures are formed based on both rules.

7 Composed Attenuation Model

Having a working folding model we are now able to combine it with other model
components that are influenced by or are influencing the RNA structure forma-
tion and come back to the motivation, the attenuation of tryptophan synthesis.
At least two further models are needed to reflect transcription attenuation: the
RNA polymerase and the ribosome (figure 14).

7.1 RNA Polymerase

RNA molecules are products of the transcription process which is the fundamen-
tal step in gene expression. Once the RNA polymerase enzyme complex (RNAP)
has successfully bound to DNA (transcription initiation), it transcribes the tem-
plate sequence into an RNA strand by sequentially adding nucleotides to the 3’
end and thus elongates the molecule. To reflect this synthesising process, in the
RNA model, new nucleotide models and their backbone connections are added
dynamically during simulation. This process is triggered by the RNAP model
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component which interacts with RNA. This dynamic RNA elongation allows
the simulation of sequential folding, where early synthesised parts of the RNA
molecule can already fold whereas other parts still have to be added. Please note
that this is not a unique feature of the model presented here, as kinetic folding
tools typically realise sequential folding by just adding a new nt after a certain
time delay. However, a component design allows to combine the RNAP with fur-
ther models (e.g. the DNA template), or to model it in more detail (e.g. diverse
RNAP subunits), and to exchange model components on demand. The pattern
observation function of the RNA folding model, which is realised at macro level,
allows us to look for an intrinsic transcription termination structure [2] during
simulation. If such structure is formed, the folding model removes its elongation
input port meaning the release of the RNA from the polymerase enzyme. At
this time point the elongation stops, but structure folding and interactions with
other components proceed.

7.2 Ribosome

The ribosome enzyme complex translates RNA sequences into protein determin-
ing amino acid sequences (peptides). Translation starts at the ribosome binding
site of mRNA molecules which is reflected by a pair of input and output ports
of the RNA models. The translation begins after connecting it with a ribo-
some model. The current ribosome position with respect to the RNA sequence
is known by the RNA model. A triplet of three RNA bases (codon) encodes
for one amino acid. The ribosome requests for the next codon 3’ of its current
RNA location when peptide chain elongation has proceeded. This is the case
when the correct amino acid of the last codon entered the enzyme. The speed
of the translation process depends strongly on the availability of needed amino
acids. If an amino acid type is not sufficiently available, the ribosome stalls at
the corresponding codon and thus pauses translation. A ribosome is quite big
and thus 35-36 nucleotides are covered by its shape [32]. Therefore, a region
upstream and downstream of the ribosome location is not able to form base
pairs. As the RNA model knows the ribosome location, this is handled by the
RNA macro level model which sends corresponding events to its nucleotide micro
model components. The same counts for the helicase activity of the ribosome
[32]. For sequence translation, the macro level model will disrupt a base paired
structure element when it is reached by the enzyme.

Whether those additional models are realised as atomic models, or coupled
models depends on the objective of the simulation study. Referring to the operon
model presented in [15], the RNAP, the mRNA, and the ribosome would re-
place the simplistic mRNA model, to integrate the attenuation process into the
model.

8 Conclusion

We presented a component-based model of RNA folding processes. Unlike tra-
ditional approaches which focus on the results of the folding process, e.g. stable
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structures in thermodynamical equilibrium, our objective has been different. The
idea was to develop an approach that allows to integrate the folding processes
into larger models and to take the dynamics into account, that has shown to
be crucial in many regulation processes. Therefore, the formalism ml-Devs was
used. At macro level, certain constraints referring to space and individual loca-
tions were introduced, whereas at micro level, the nucleotides were responsible
for a successful base pairing and for the stability of the structure. A model com-
ponent for the nucleotides and one model component for the entire RNA molecule
have been defined. The simulation results have been compared to wetlab experi-
ments. Therefore, the model components can be parametrised for different RNA
sequences (base types) as well as environmental conditions (e.g temperature).
The evaluation revealed an overall acceptable performance, and in addition, in-
sights into the role of micro level dynamics and macro level constraints. The
integration of the RNA folding model into a model of transcription attenuation
has been sketched. Next steps will be to realise this integration and to execute
simulation experiments to analyse the impact of this more detailed regulation
model on the synthesis of tryptophan.
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